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We present a new design method that is tailored for designing a physical interactive robotic
arm for overground physical interaction. Designing such robotic arms present various
unique requirements that differ from existing robotic arms, which are used for general
manipulation, such as being able to generate required forces at every point inside the work-
space and/or having low intrinsic mechanical impedance. Our design method identifies
these requirements and categorizes them into kinematic and dynamic characteristics of
the robot and then ensures that these unique considerations are satisfied in the early
design phase. The robot’s capability for use in such tasks is analyzed using mathematical
simulations of the designed robot, and discussion of its dynamic characteristics is pre-
sented. With our proposed method, the robot arm is ensured to perform various overground
interactive tasks with a human. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4045688]
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1 Introduction
Following their success in many industries, robots are now

moving to applications that directly affect human movements,
such as applications in medicine [1] and healthcare [2,3]. For
example, robots have been applied to the rehabilitation and recovery
of movement in stroke patients [4–6] or in medical surgery [3,7,8]
and have been successful in the past few decades. These more
recent applications of robots require them to physically interact
with the human body and have further triggered the vision of
human-like interactive robots that are capable of safe and effective
interaction with humans, even with frail populations.
Imagine a robot helping an elderly person to walk to their

day-to-day activities or a robotic partner helping a person prepare
to dance: these human replacements could make a large positive
impact on an individual’s quality of life. Currently available phys-
ical interactive robots cannot readily be used in these overground
applications, as they are developed to be stationary for seated reha-
bilitation programs that are intended for the arms only [4–6]. On the
other hand, robotic walking partners can prove their usefulness in
enhancing gait balance and postural stability, such as in patients suf-
fering from Parkinson’s disease [9]. Such overground physical
human–robot interaction (pHRI) requires a novel robot with an
ability to carry out physical interaction tasks while walking along-
side a human.
Despite the potential benefits, it is yet unclear what the expecta-

tions and challenges are for a robot to be physically interactive with
a human during overground tasks. In order to develop such a robot,
one must first understand how humans interact with other humans—
epitome for accomplishing physical interaction tasks with or without
any verbal and/or gestural information exchange [10,11]. Therefore,
if robots are to replicate the interaction characteristics of humans and
hence be used in pHRI, a clear prior understanding of humans—
complex biological systems, and their ways of communicating
motor intent is needed.

What specific human interaction characteristics are we seeking?
An interaction is a two-way phenomenon where the information
exchange occurs on a give-and-take basis [11]. In many cases, the
interaction happens through the arms, through which both power
and motor intent are exchanged. Previous physical human–human
interaction (pHHI) experiments [12–14] have hinted that arms are
used for exchanging motor intent in the form of force and motion
during assigned interactive tasks. This view is consistent with an
interactive robot controller based on impedance [15] that relates
motion to force, rather than considering motion and force indepen-
dently. Similarly, Ref. [16] has suggested the relationship of
low-arm impedance with interaction tasks through small force.
Thus, analyzing the real-time impedance of the human arm
during small-force physical interaction may be the first critical
step to understand the force and motion exchange attributes
during physical interactions.
Unfortunately, the existing interactive robots are not suitable for

studying human arm impedance during overground interactive
tasks. Interactive robot arms such as the Haptic Masters [17],
phantom haptic interface [18,19], KIN-ARM [5,20], and MIT
Manus [6,21] are fixed to a specific location and are best fitted
for traditional seated interaction experiments [4–6,11,13,19,21].
On the other hand, mobile robots [16,22] are not preferable
because of their incapability to measure arm impedance of its
partner human. Therefore, a new experimental robot is needed
that is capable of overground interaction and yet is able to
measure arm impedance at the same time. We envision that the
robot will consist of a wheeled mobile base and a highly interactive
arm (see Fig. 1), where the former part will only be used for loco-
motion and does not have to consider small interaction forces or
impedance measurement; in fact, several available robotic platforms
fulfill the overground mobility requirements and hence can be used
for the robot’s body. On the other hand, the interactive robotic arm
is expected to exchange sophisticated interaction with a human
partner. Hence, the majority of the design effort should be
focused on the interactive robotic manipulator arm.
This paper presents the unique design procedure for the robotic

manipulator arm as part of an overground interactive robot. We
present the unique and unconventional static and dynamic require-
ments of the interactive robotic arm in the perspective of measuring
human arm impedance during overground interaction tasks, and
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thus, present a new design method for physically interactive robotic
arm for human arm impedance measurement.

2 Design Requirements
The envisioned overground robot will perform as an interactive

system to measure human arm impedance during overground phys-
ical interaction. Until now, the design requirements for such robots
have not been discussed specifically for overground robots, espe-
cially when considering small interaction forces. It is clear that
one cannot adopt the same design principles that are used for indus-
trial robots, since the application is vastly different. With our spe-
cific goal in mind, we consulted prior literature on stationary
interactive robots, light interaction forces, and impedance measure-
ments to devise the unique mechanical design requirements as
follows.

2.1 R1: Workspace Requirement. Interaction characteristics
information shared in the 2D ground plane may be analyzed with
the help of a 2D plane robotic arm aligned in a plane parallel to
the ground. As a start, we will consider interaction in a 2D plane,
and hence, a 2D plane-parallel robotic arm is chosen over a 3D
robotic arm as used in many rehabilitation robots [4–6].
The workspace of our robotic arm was chosen to be 150 ×

150 mm2. Based on an earlier work on the similar framework (over-
ground pHRI during walking [22]), the distance between the robot
and the human partner varied less than 300 mm, where most of the
displacement is due to the human arm length change. This suggests
that the robot arm is not expected to change lengths as much as the
human arm does. Considering a factor of 50%, the robot arm is
expected to move less than 150 mm. Hence, our 150 × 150 mm2

workspace is expected to be sufficient for our pHRI task, at least
as an initial assessment.

2.2 R2: Force Requirement. Our robot must be able to
deliver enough force during pHRI. The magnitude of the required
force would be comparable to the interaction forces during pHHI,
such as in overground walking tasks [14,16] or social handshake
[23]. In these work, interaction forces are typically around 10 N
with peak forces around 15–25 N. Hence, we set the requirement

that our robotic arm must be able to generate interaction forces in
the range of 10 N. In other words, the rated force output would
be around 10 N with occasional peak force of around 20 N. The
robotic manipulator end must satisfy the minimum force require-
ment at every point inside the workspace, unlike typical manipula-
tor design, which focuses on satisfying the maximum output force
only at certain points.

2.3 R3: Endpoint Speed Requirement. The robots involved
in the experiment must be able to produce a speed that is similar
to the human arm movement during an interaction. Reference
[24] has implied that the frequency range of human arm movement
is around 2 Hz. Considering a cycle of a corner to corner diagonal
movement with the frequency of 2 Hz, the speed requirement inside
the workspace is 0.8485 m/s.

2.4 R4: Impedance Requirement. The planar robotic arm
must have a low intrinsic mechanical impedance in order to be inter-
active (back- drivability). This also helps with the human arm
impedance measurement, because with low impedance, the robot
arm will feel smoother and less cumbersome, and consequently,
the human partner will more naturally interact with the robot
without artificially stiffening his/her arm. While the apparent
mechanical impedance of a robotic manipulator can be reduced
by feedback control, it is nonetheless preferable to have low
passive impedance to begin with, such as having low inertia or
damping.

3 Kinematic Considerations
3.1 Linkage Design. Manipulators, based on the serial drive

mechanism, are more popular than their closed-loop chain counter-
parts because parallel mechanisms are less intuitive to implement
due to their complex geometry, nonlinear dynamics, and workspace
constraints. However, when considering factors such as high speed,
high accuracy, high precision, high acceleration, high stiffness, high
load carrying capacity, and/or low inertia, these parallel manipula-
tors may be advantageous over manipulators that are based on the
serial drive mechanism [25]. One can find useful examples in
various applications: industrial applications such as Hexapods or
Delta Robots, medical applications such as the Stewart Platform
for precision surgery, and space application such as satellite trackers
for better orientation are just a few examples for these types of
manipulators [26]. For our application, a platform manipulator
[25]—Closed-loop five links mechanism (CLFLM)—is selected,
so that, in addition to satisfying planar design requirement in R1,
it will also extricate robotic links from carrying heavy motors.
We note that the workspace of the closed-loop robotic linkage is

smaller than that of similar sized serial robot manipulators
[25,27,28]. This is due to the singularities in the closed-loop
linkage mechanism that restricts the smooth and continuous use
of the reachable workspace. Despite this workspace restriction,
due to the aforementioned advantages and in order to measure
small impedances precisely and accurately, parallel manipulators
are preferable [25].
First and foremost, the CLFLM has to satisfy the workspace area

requirement in R1 that governs the design’s final length of the links.
Furthermore, the length of the links has to be tailored to their
optimal value in order to minimize the inertia. Figure 2 shows a
schematic representation of the robotic arm (M1ACBM2) with its
end effector (C ) inside the workspace (T1T2T3T4). Let one motor
(M1) be lodged at the origin represented in the global coordinate
system and another motor (M2) at any other point (X0, Y0) in the
2D space. Table 1 includes the symbols for various parameters
that are used for the robotic manipulator.
Based on the preliminary knowledge of CLFLM and their previ-

ous use in human–robot interaction experiments, the following con-
siderations are made regarding the length of the links:

Fig. 1 Envisioned pHRI experiment
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3.1.1 A1: Symmetricity of the Mechanism. The robotic arm
should be unbiased with respect to the motor locations. This
means that the human must not receive any clues of the end effec-
tor’s location due to the asymmetry of the design itself. Even paral-
lel manipulators used in industries for pick and place operations
generally make use of the direct drive mechanism to justify their
two degrees of freedom (DOF) requirement, and they are symmetric
as well [29]. In this view, a parallel direct drive mechanism based
robotic manipulator that is symmetric with respect to its mid-axis
between the motors is desired.

3.1.2 A2: Avoid Singularities

• A2 (a): The workspace defined by forward kinematics does not
differentiate various segments of the workspace that are
divided by singularities. In Refs. [28,30,31], the authors
have distinguished three different types of singularities—
type 1, type 2, and type 3, and Ref. [27] has classified the
workspace into four different segments inside which the mech-
anism does not suffer any singularity. Out of four segments in
Ref. [27], only the working modes “+ −” or “− +” can be used
if A1 has to be satisfied. However, larger dexterous workspace
can be exploited using mode “− +” than by using “+ −”.
Hence, choosing the convex pentagon structure (the working
mode “− +”) yields the largest workspace segment (dotted
space in Fig. 2) while satisfying A1, and avoiding singularities
as well.

• A2 (b): Restricting the internal angle between the crank link
and coupler link to be greater than 15 deg and less than
165 deg avoids type 1 singularity, whereas imposing the

same condition for the angle between coupler links avoids
type 2 singularity.

3.1.3 A3: Other Kinematic Considerations

• A3 (a): Keeping all other parameters constant, the workspace
area is inversely proportional to the offset distance between the
motors (dm) (ground link M1M2 in Fig. 2) [27]. It is thus pref-
erable to have small dm.

• A3 (b): Ref. [32] discussed the advantages of using small
crank (proximal link, l1) in five bar linkages. On the other
hand, the small crank to ground link ratio (l1/dm) is desirable
for favorable mechanical advantage and minimizing inertia
[33]. However, A3 (a) discourages the use of the ground
link with higher length. Hence, a trade-off between the
length of the crank (l1) and the length of the ground link
(dm) has to be made.

• A3 (c): an arbitrary safe distance (d0) from the motor to the
workspace must be assumed.

In addition to A3 (b), which requires the length of the crank (l1) to
be minimum, minimizing the length of the distal links (l2) is also
crucial in order to decrease the overall inertial of the robotic arm.
The method of inequality is deployed to estimate the minimum
length of the links. To begin with, the initial approximation of the
length of the links is taken from Ref. [34]. The approximated
length of the links, which is 25 mm for proximal links and
45 mm for distal links, are linearly magnified by four times to
align with R1. Using the forward kinematics of the robotic manip-
ulator, an iterative process is followed on those magnified lengths,
which is 100 mm for proximal links, and 160 mm and 180 mm for
distal links, so as to approximate the appropriate location of the
workspace on the 2D plane. The iterative approximation process
suggested that the safe working distance (d0) can be 95 mm
(A3(c)). Given A1, we picked equal proximal links and equal
distal links. Considering A3(a) and A3(b) during the iterative
process helped us approximate the length of the ground link for
our robotic arm (dm) to be 40 mm.
Given that we have the length of the ground link and the safe

workspace distance, we can properly specify motor positions and
the location of the workspace in a 2D space. The relationship
between the length of the links and the location of the workspace
can now be represented in terms of inequality.

l1 + l2 >M1Ti (1)

l1 − l2 <M1Ti (2)

l1 > 0 and l2 > 0 (3)

To align with the angle constraint on A2 (b), further inequality
has to be added:

π

180
15 deg< cos−1

l21 + l22 −M1T2
i

2 l1 l2

( )
<

π

180
165 deg (4)

where M1Ti is the shortest distance between motor one (i.e., origin)
and the different points selected on the boundary of the workspace,
where i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. The former four points represent the four
corners of the workspace, and the latter two are chosen such that
they fall on the upper boundary of the workspace right below the
motors. It is to be noticed that the farthest and the nearest point
of the workspace from the origin (i.e., M1) are, respectively, T3
and T5, and so are T2 and T6, respectively, from M2.
Equations (1)–(4) give a total of 26 inequalities—six from

Eq. (1), six from Eq. (2), two from Eq. (3), and 12 from
Eq. (4)—that have to be plotted, and the common region that satis-
fies all of them has to be identified. Solving the inequality con-
straints results in the common region with different pairs of the
length of links (l1, l2). However, if any pair (l1, l2) satisfies
Eq. (4), it eventually satisfies Eqs. (1) and (2); plotting only the

Table 1 Nomenclature of parameters used in the robotic
manipulator

Symbols Parameters

li Length of the link (i= 1, 2)
τj Torque applied by the motor ( j= 1, 2)
θk Angle made by the link (k= 1, 2)
d0 Distance from the origin to the top of the workspace
d Length and width of the workspace
F Force applied on the end effector
θF Angle at which force (F ) is applied
dm Offset distance between the motors

Note: All angles are measured in CCW direction with respect to the positive
x-axis. Torque convention is positive in CCW direction

Fig. 2 Sketch of the robot arm and its workspace
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latter two inequalities (Eqs. (3) and (4)) will give a set of solutions.
The solution that we want among the set of feasible solutions—(l1, l2)
—is one that satisfies small crank requirement (A3(b)) as well.
The common solution (see Fig. 3) is governed only by the follow-

ing four inequalities (out of 26), and the solution obtained also sat-
isfies all the other 22 inequalities discussed earlier.

π

180
15 deg< cos−1

l21 + l22 −M1T2
5

2 l1 l2

( )
(5)

cos−1
l21 + l22 −M1T2

3

2 l1 l2

( )
<

π

180
165 deg (6)

l1 > 0 and l2 > 0

The shaded region ABC in Fig. 3 is the common solution, and
any pair (l1, l2) that falls inside the region meets R1, A1, A2(a),
A2(b), A3(a), and A3(c). Considering A3(b), the length of the
links (87.74, 177.51) (mm) has to be selected. However, we
wanted to have a safe margin to type 1 singularity, even safer
than the constraint proposed in A2 (b), that lead us to choose the
length of links to be (110, 175) (mm). The finalized length of the
links—proximal links (l1)= 110 mm and distal links (l2)=
175 mm—are in a comparable range to that of the approximated
length of the links after magnification, as mentioned earlier.
It is to be noted that the idea to deploy an iterative process to find

the workspace location (dm and d0) and then the method of inequal-
ity to find the length of the links may not be the only possible and
effective way to do so. However, this seems to be a simpler way to
obtain the approximate minimum length of the links and the work-
space location. Moreover, regardless of how those parameters are
obtained, it is to be understood that the overall mechanism has to
qualify all the dynamic considerations (as in Sec. 4) and hence
satisfy the impedance requirement (R4). In this view, starting
with a simple and intuitive iterative process and using inequalities
may be sufficient for our work—especially when the identified
length of the links satisfies dynamic considerations as will be
shown in Sec. 4.
In a pursuit to find the approximate minimum length of links and

the workspace location with teachings from prior art, the loop
closure equation method [35] was also investigated. This numerical
iteration technique makes use of equations based on the trigonomet-
ric relationship of the mechanism on different configurations. In
order to get a unique solution, the number of equations used must
be equal to the number of unknowns to be solved. If this is not
the case, the difference between available equations and unknowns
can be chosen as free choices, as per our design requirements.

However, those free choices have to be chosen carefully so that
there should be a viable mechanism available with the choices. In
our context, we had too many unknowns to be solved using a few
equations leading toward many free choices that had to be
assumed. In the aforementioned work that uses the method of
inequality, an iterative process had to be deployed even before
deploying the method to approximate dm and d0. If these two con-
stants in the method of inequality are compared with the free
choices in the loop closure equation method, then it should be
well understood that the process of picking the free choices itself
is going to be computationally difficult and time consuming, even
before starting to solve the equations using the loop closure equa-
tion method. In addition, being a numerical iteration technique,
the variables whose values are sought have to be assumed before-
hand and should be in close proximity to the values of the original
solution.
With 10 equations and 14 unknowns to solve for our direct drive

CLFLM, we were left to pick four free choices and 10 initial
guesses. It is very difficult to choose four free choices that comprise
a real mechanism as well as 10 initial guesses that need to be in a
close proximity range to their respective real solution. To some
extent, this hassle can be minimized by constraining the CLFLM
to one DOF system—such as in Ref. [35]. However, constraining
DOF is not feasible in direct drive mechanisms. Hence, the idea
to use the loop closure equation method seems tedious and overly
complicates the design process for our direct drive CLFLM
robotic arm.

3.2 Motor Selection. For the end effector to satisfy R2 and
R3, the selection of a right motor—based on torque and angular
speed—is crucial. This implies that a proper relationship between
the linear speed and force requirement of the end effector needs
to be converted to the minimum torque and angular speed require-
ment of the motors, respectively. Moreover, these requirements
must be satisfied for each and every configuration defined inside
the workspace; unlike industrial robot design, where a specific
force is required at a small number of endpoint positions, our
robotic arm must satisfy the force and velocity requirements
within the whole workspace. This is because human–robot interac-
tion can occur at any given configuration of the robot.
We begin with the kinematic equations:

τ = JTF (7)

ω = J−1V (8)

where, [τ1(θ1, θ2, F, θF) τ2(θ1, θ2, F, θF)]
T ≜ τ, J(θ1, θ2) ≜ J, [ω1(θ1,

θ2, V, θF) ω2(θ1, θ2, V, θF)]
T ≜ ω, F, and V are torque vector, Jaco-

bian matrix, angular speed vector, external force vector, and linear
velocity vector at the effector, respectively.
In order to solve for τ (motor torque required to produce an output

force F) and ω (motor angular velocity required to produce
end-effector velocity of V) within the entire workspace, it is unreal-
istic to attempt to find closed-form solutions due to the presence
of motor angle (θ1, θ2)-dependent Jacobian matrix. Instead, a
close-enough solution is sought by sampling a finite number of end-
point positions and solving Eqs. (7) and (8) at these specific points.
This notion of selecting a finite number of endpoint positions to
from a sampling region is similar to the work with feasible
point-to-point trajectories in Ref. [30].
About 130 × 130 uniformly distributed sample points were

chosen from the workspace such that each point represents the com-
binations of angular displacement of motors (motor M1 and motor
M2) in 1 deg increments within their operational range. Considering
the length of the links and other parameters (d, d0, and dm) obtained
in Sec. 3.1, we determined that the operational range for θ1 and θ2 is
between 135.6 deg (end-effector at points T2 and T3) and 7.6 deg
(end-effector at points T5 and T6). Then, if S1 and S2 are sets of
angles of θ1 and θ2, respectively, each sample point can be identifiedFig. 3 The inequalities plotted in the l1− l2 space
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as the combination of elements from these two sets.

S1 = {136 deg, 135 deg, . . . , 6 deg} (9)

S2 = {136 deg, 135 deg, . . . , 6 deg} (10)

In addition, at any specified point inside the workspace (for
example, θ1= 100 deg and θ2= 100 deg), the torque requirement
of the motor is dependent on the magnitude as well as the direction
of F and so is for the angular speed requirement of motor, which is
dependent on the magnitude as well as the direction of V. This direc-
tion dependency of torque and angular speed necessitates the
introduction of the third set (S3) that addresses the direction of appli-
cation of specified magnitude of force or velocity at the end effector.

S3 = {0 deg, 1 deg, . . . , 359 deg} (11)

A configuration set S of triples taking each element from S1, S2,
and S3 is constructed and is shown in Eq. (12). The motor torque (τ)
and the angular speed (ω) will depend on which element in set S we
are considering with a total of 131 × 131 × 359= 6, 160, 799 sce-
narios.

S=
136 deg, 136 deg, 0 deg
( )

, 136 deg,136 deg,1 deg
( )

,

136 deg,136 deg,2 deg
( )

, . . . , 136 deg,135 deg,0 deg
( )

,

. . . , 6 deg,6 deg,359 deg
( )

⎧⎨
⎩

⎫⎬
⎭

(12)

3.2.1 Force Requirement. To find the motor torques, given the
estimated typical magnitude of F of 10 N (as in R2), using Eq. (7)
(kinematic equation), an online solver is designed that updates the
required parameters in Eq. (7) and calculates the torque requirement
of the motor for each and every triple in the set S. The output of the
solver is a torque matrix T such that the first row constitutes all pos-
sible τ1 values and the second row constitutes all possible τ2 values
(see Fig. 2) calculated for each element of the set S.

T =
τ11 τ12 τ13 · · · τ1k
τ21 τ22 τ23 · · · τ2k

[ ]

where k= 6,160,799. Each column of the matrix can be visualized
as the torque vector τ that is required to resist/produce F force
applied at a specific angle θF at the end effector for a specific con-
figuration (θ1, θ2) of the robotic arm. The element-wise max norm
of the matrix T (‖T‖max) gives the torque required for motors that
satisfy minimum force requirement (R2) at each and every point
inside the workspace.

3.2.2 Velocity Requirement. Similar to the torque solver, given
the maximum magnitude of V of 0.8485 m/s (as in R3), a separate
solver is designed that updates the required parameters in Eq. (8)
and calculates the angular speed requirement of the motor for
each and every triple in set S. The output of the solver is a speed
matrix W such that the first row constitutes all possible ω1 values,
whereas the second row constitutes all possible ω2 values for
each element of set S.

W =
ω11 ω12 ω13 · · · ω1k

ω21 ω22 ω23 · · · ω2k

[ ]

Each column of the matrix W can be visualized as the speed vector
ω that is required to produce V velocity at the specific angle θF at the
end effector for a specific configuration (θ1, θ2) of the robotic arm.
The element-wise max norm of the matrix W (‖W‖max) gives the
angular speed required for motors that satisfy the endpoint speed
requirement (R3) at each and every point inside the workspace.
The motors’ minimum output torque requirement and minimum

angular speed requirement based on the force requirement
(R2) and the linear speed requirement (R3) were found to be
1.2581 Nm and 401.5697 rpm, respectively. The motor
BLY343D-48V-3200-7200SI (Anaheim Automation, Inc.), which

has a rated output of 1.4 Nm and a rated speed of 2700 rpm, is
chosen.

4 Dynamics Characteristics
In this section, a mathematical simulation model that resembles

the real physical system is developed using the dynamics of the
robotic arm in order to observe the mechanical impedance charac-
teristics and thereby scrutinize the robotic manipulator’s efficacy
in precise and accurate impedance measurement tasks (R4).
Inertial and frictional losses are inevitable in any robotic system.

However, when we discuss about very low interaction forces and
impedances, reducing these losses as low as possible is strongly
preferable. While one can reduce the apparent inertia and
damping through feedback control, it is nonetheless preferred to
have a low intrinsic (passive) inertia and damping to begin with.
To examine the passive mechanical impedance of our robot arm,

we want to analyze the effective inertia (EI) and the effective
damping coefficient (ED). The dynamics of a robot is defined by
its equations of motion. Since most robotic arms do have
complex dynamics, it is often not a necessity to derive such equa-
tions unless a robotic simulator model of the manipulator is
desired. In some circumstances, such as this work where a robotic
simulator is required beforehand to examine its inertia and
damping behavior, or sometimes for designing the nonlinear
control strategies (such as backstepping controllers and sliding
mode controllers), equations of motion are necessary to be derived.
It is a common practice to apply the Euler Lagrangian method to

develop the equations of motion of the complex system by using
energy equations. All the parameters associated with the robotic
arm (such as masses of individual links, frictional damping coeffi-
cient, and rotor inertia of the motors) have to be defined beforehand.
These parameters for our robotic arm are given in Table 2. The
developed coupled second-order equation resembles the standard
robotic manipulator equation as given in Eq. (13).

M(θ) θ̈ + Vm(θ, θ̇) θ̇ + τr(θ̇) + G(θ) + τd = τ + JT (θ)λ (13)

where θ(t) ∈ [θ1 θ2]
T is the joint space coordinate vector, τ(t) ∈

[τ1 τ2]
T is the control input vector, M(θ(t)) is the inertia matrix,

Vm(θ(t), θ̇(t )) is the Coriolis/Centripetal matrix, τr((t)) are the fric-
tion terms, G(θ(t)) is the gravity vector, and τd represents distur-
bances. J(θ) is the Jacobian matrix associated with the contact
surface geometry, and λ (the so-called “Lagrange multiplier”) is a
vector of contact forces exerted on the external environment.
Considering an ideal condition, any disturbances (τd= 0) will not

be taken into account. Likewise, the effect of gravity is also ignored,
considering its planer 2D geometry that will be placed parallel to the
ground G(θ(t))= 0.

M(θ) θ̈ + Vm(θ, θ̇) θ̇ + τr(θ̇) = τ + JT (θ)λ (14)

All the matrices, M, Vm, and J, and the vector τr, do have complex
nonlinear terms in them and require the parameters from Table 2 to

Table 2 Values for parameters used in the robotic simulator

Parameter Value

Mass of each proximal link of the manipulator 0.11 kg
Mass of each distal link of the manipulator 0.175 kg
Rotor inertia of each motor 0.00016 kg m2

Width of individual link 0.015 m
Inner diameter of the bearings 0.008 m
Outer diameter of the bearings 0.014 m
Frictional damping coefficient (b) of the bearings 0.0169 kg m2/s

Note: SMR148 bearings (Boca Bearing Company) are used in robotic joints.
The frictional damping coefficient (b) of the individual bearing is
approximated based on frictional power loss versus rolling speed
relationship plots in Ref. [36].
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be substituted in addition to the values of parameters defined in
Table 1, which are mostly configuration dependent. All these
parameters are already obtained in the previous sections of this
paper.
An exception to all known parameters is the frictional damping

coefficient for the bearing used, which we estimated using prior
work. The friction on a mating surface (ball and bearing’s surfaces)
in a ball bearing is a function of surface and load applied only and
does not depend upon the system’s dynamic characteristics. The
friction in the bearing surface, however, is a function of angular
velocity as well [36,37]. Due to the lack of literature on computing
friction of deep groove ball bearing, we used the relation established
by Ref. [36] on the deep groove ball bearing SKF-6205, which has
an inner diameter (ID), outer diameter (OD), and width (h) of
25 mm, 52 mm, and 15 mm, respectively. By assuming the
maximum rolling speed for our bearing SMR148, the respective
maximum bearing friction power loss under zero circumference
radial preload and no lubrication was obtained. Since the dimension
of SKF-6205 bearing does not match with the dimension of our
bearing, which has ID, OD, and h of 8 mm, 14 mm, and 3.5 mm,
respectively, we linearly reduce the result obtained by 16 times.
Now the linear relationship between the angular speed and the
power loss was exploited to calculate the maximum damping coef-
ficient of the system and is given in Table 2.
The model (as shown in Eq. (14)) can now be used to study EI and

ED of the physical robotic systems. However, since EI and ED
depend not only on the configuration (such as S defined in
Sec. 3.2) but also on velocities and accelerations, it is unrealistic to
attempt to calculate EI and ED for every possible scenario. Instead,
we considered a number of hypothetical, representative interaction
tasks and found EI and ED at the initiation of these tasks only. In
these tasks, we assume that a human applies a force at a number of
initial configurations (details presented hereafter in this section).
This can be interpreted as the opposing force the human subject
feels when an interaction is initiated on a passive robot arm.
Considering no externally applied torque at the actuators (τ= 0 in

Eq. (14)), we will analyze only the y-component of both EI and ED
when a constant force F= 10 N is applied on the end effector
through the center of the workspace (θ1= θ2) at an angle of
270 deg CCW with respect to positive x-axis as shown in
Fig. 4(a). In this scenario, due to the symmetricity of the system
(A1) and force being applied through its mid-axis, the change in
position of the links at any instant becomes symmetric, and so is
the angle pair (θ1, θ2), where θ1= θ2= 34.29 deg, …, 102.97 deg,
(notated as (θs, θs) here onward for any configurational geometry
in the end effector’s path. Even though it does not remove the non-
linearity in the system, it will comparatively simplify the task to
analyze EI and ED; it is easier to relate the inertial and damping
behavior when they are applied in a specific direction and
through a symmetric pathway.
The experimental case designed here is solely a representative

experiment, and hence, we do not expect them to fetch generalized
EI and ED values for entire arm configurations. Nonetheless, the
respective representative values help us find out the overall effec-
tiveness of the robotic arm. Furthermore, this analysis scenario is
likely to happen in the actual pHRI experiment as well; during
pHRI experiment, we intend to study the process of information
exchange in a direction aligned parallel to the symmetric mid-axis
of the robotic arm. The techniques to obtain EI and ED values for
more complex scenarios are discussed in Sec. 4.1.
Our procedure for estimating EI and ED for an ideal experimental

case designed earlier is as follows. For every (θs, θs), we assume
zero initial velocity, apply force F at the end effector, simulate
the resulting position, velocity, and acceleration during a short
time interval, t= [0, 0.05] s, and then calculate EI and ED based
on the linear force-velocity-acceleration relationship observed at
this time interval.
In order to estimate EI, we first assume an undamped system

where the passive impedance is solely due to the inertia. Using an
ideal undamped robotic arm similar to Eq. (15), we select (θs, θs)

configuration and apply the aforementioned interaction scenario.
The EI for the specific configuration was estimated by using
linear force-acceleration relationship as given in Eq. (16). Repeating
the procedure for all individual starting configurations (θs=
103 deg, 102 deg, 101 deg, …, 34 deg), we found EI as shown in
Fig. 4(b).
Next, ED is further estimated as follows. A similar procedure was

carried out with a damped simulator system (Eq. (14)). A separate

Fig. 4 Mathematical simulation setup and results: (a) robotic
manipulator at angles θs = 103 deg and θs = 34 deg, (b) effective
inertia (EI) versus starting angle (θs), and (c) effective damping
coefficient (ED) versus starting angle (θs)
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set of velocity and acceleration data were calculated. We used
configuration-dependent EI values found previously along with
the new velocity and acceleration data to calculate the purely
velocity-dependent interaction, from which ED can be estimated
using Eq. (17).

M(θ) θ̈ + Vm(θ, θ̇) θ̇ = JT (θ)λ (15)

EI =
F

au
(16)

ED =
F − EI ad

vd
(17)

where au, ad, and vd are accelerations of the undamped system,
acceleration of the damped system, and velocity of the damped
system, respectively, each measured at 0.05 s after the force had
been applied on the (θs, θs) configuration. It is to be noted that
the effective damping force for any specific configuration can be
calculated by using Eq. (18).

Damping force = ED vd (18)

The cumulative mass of the robotic manipulator links at rest is
0.57 kg. In Fig. 4(b), the range of EI is found to be within an
average value of 0.396922 kg with the maximum value being
0.7247 kg. The maximum ED during initiation of interaction is
found to be 2.6 N s/m at 34 deg starting angle. Taking the
maximum velocity to be 0.8485 m/s (R3), the maximum effective
damping force that the user will feel during an interaction is esti-
mated to be 2.2061 N. The result shows that the robotic arm will
not be too bulky while initiating the interaction and is acceptable
for pHRI experiments.

4.1 Interpretation of the Simulation Results. Some values
for ED in Fig. 4(c) are very low, even as low as zero. This suggests
that the damping force felt on those specific configurations may be
negligible. This may be explained by the fact that some earlier lit-
erature have pointed out the existence of negative damping at low
velocities [37,38]. Our approach in estimating EI and ED may not
be the most reliable for continuous motion of the end effector.
Nonetheless, our approach provides us with reasonable expected
values of EI and ED near the center of the workspace which is
where most interactions will occur. We used the simulated dynam-
ics to estimate the EI and ED at the initiation of an interaction task
and not during the time course of the interaction task. This was
deliberately planned to avoid nonlinear effects that may complicate
the analysis. For example, different EI and ED values may be
obtained from the same endpoint position if the accelerations and
velocities are different, complicating the interpretation of the
result. In fact, our prior, prolonged and extensive attempts on
obtaining EI and ED over a continuous longer period of time and
displacement was unsuccessful, possibly due to the high complexity
of the dynamics.
Earlier in this section, we used a technique to calculate EI, and

ED values for ideal representative case designed to simplify the
analysis. The technique can also be extended to any general scenar-
ios in order to compute EI and ED values for complex unsymmet-
rical configurations. Given a point on the workspace, one can apply
forces in two or more directions and find the two-by-two EI and ED
matrices as follows:
Equations (16) and (17) have to be modified accordingly to Eqs.

(19) and (20), respectively.

Fx

Fy

[ ]
=

EIxx EIxy
EIyx EIyy

[ ]
aux
auy

[ ]
(19)

Fx

Fy

[ ]
=

EIxx EIxy
EIyx EIyy

[ ]
adx
ady

[ ]
+

EDxx EDxy

EDyx EDyy

[ ]
vdx
vdy

[ ]
(20)

where au−, ad−, and vd− are accelerations of the undamped system,
acceleration of the damped system, and velocity of the damped
system, respectively in x- or y-direction, each measured at 0.05 s
after the force had been applied at the endpoint at the configuration
of interest. Fx and Fy are the components of force applied in x- and
y-directions, respectively. With two force directions and two result-
ing acceleration vectors, one can solve for the four elements of EI
matrix in Eq. (19). Then, with two more application of forces and
their resulting acceleration and velocity vectors, one can solve for
the four elements of ED matrix in Eq. (20). One may also choose
to apply more than two directions of forces to either or both Eqs.
(19), and (20) and apply linear least squares regression to find the
elements of EI and ED matrices [39].

5 Future Works
Our next step is to build a real physical system based on the

design requirements set in this paper. Furthermore, we will continue
our work to develop the control strategies required for physical
interaction with a human. After the robotic arm is built, we will
apply our methods discussed in Sec. 4 with the built robotic arm
as well. It is also of utmost importance to find a proper mobile
robotic platform base on top of which the developed robotic arm
will be lodged. The base also has to ensure that the function of
the robotic arm will not be affected during the overground move-
ment. During the assembly of the arm and the base, proper coordi-
nation between them has to be ensured as well. The robotic arm in
combination with a mobile robotic platform will be used in our
future overground pHRI experiments and expected to be an efficient
tool to sufficiently capture human interaction characteristics.
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